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‘One Health’ — The Global Takeover of Everything
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The World Health Organization is seeking to cement its control over global health

through amendments to the international health regulations (IHR) and its pandemic

treaty



The pandemic treaty will grant the WHO power over far more than pandemic

responses. It emphasizes the “One Health” agenda, which combines human health,

animal health and environmental concerns into one



Under the One Health agenda, the WHO would have power to make decisions relating

to diet, agriculture and livestock farming, environmental pollution, movement of

populations and much more



Private interests wield immense power over the WHO, and a majority of the funding is

“speciRed,” meaning it’s earmarked for particular programs. The WHO cannot allocate

those funds wherever they’re needed most. This too massively inTuences what the

WHO does and how it does it. So, the WHO is an organization that does whatever its

funders tell it to do



The globalist takeover hinges on the successful creation of a feedback loop of

surveillance for virus variants, declaration of potential risk followed by lockdowns and

restrictions, followed by mass vaccinating populations to “end” the pandemic

restrictions, followed by more surveillance and so on. The funding for this scheme

comes primarily from taxpayers, while the proRts go to corporations and their

investors
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In the March 22, 2023, video above, Dr. David Bell, Ph.D., a PANDA Science Sense

Society  executive committee member,  reviews the new international pandemic

treaty proposed by the World Health Organization — what it is and the impact it will

have on democracy and freedom across the world — and the proposed amendments

to the WHO’s international health regulations (IHR).  As noted by PANDA:

“The COVID event has revealed that it was about more than just public health

and the political, economic and societal aspects of the response are of far

greater signi?cance than the virus itself. There remains a continued drive

toward the transformation of our societies in ways that threaten democracy

and our existing ways of life.”

The WHO’s pandemic treaty and the IHR amendments are two of the strategies that

are driving us “toward transformation of society that threaten democracy and our

existing ways of life.” Both are aimed at achieving the same thing, namely centralizing

power over nations with the WHO.

The WHO Is Wholly Compromised

As noted by Bell, the WHO is no longer what it used to be. For starters, private

interests now wield immense power over the organization. Bill Gates is the largest

funder of the WHO when you add together the donations from the Gates Foundation

and his other organizations, such as GAVI the Vaccine Alliance.

“ The WHO is very much an organization that does
whatever its funders tell it to do. ~ Dr. David Bell”

Another major change is that most of the funding is “speciRed,” meaning it’s

earmarked for speciRc programs. The WHO cannot allocate those funds wherever

they’re needed most. This too massively inTuences what the WHO does and how it
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does it. As noted by Bell, “The WHO is very much an organization that does whatever

its funders tell it to do.”

As just mentioned, Gates wields the greatest Rnancial inTuence, and he never seems

to fund anything that he can’t proRt from at the backend. For example, he funds a

“green revolution” in Africa that promotes genetically engineered (GE) crops because

he’s invested in the companies that supply GMO seeds. The end result is greater

famine and poverty, but Gates laughs all the way to the bank.

He also funds vaccination campaigns for the very vaccines he’s invested in. It’s not

about charity or doing good for the world. He simply creates markets for his

investments.

Bell points out that the COVID lockdown strategy clearly did not come from the WHO

itself, but rather from some outside source. How do we know this? Because its

pandemic guidelines up until the COVID outbreak called for isolating infected patients

only, for seven to 10 days.

Then, when COVID came about, that guidance was completely turned on its head, and

the entire world, sick and healthy alike, were told to self-isolate for weeks and months

at a time. Someone made the WHO issue this irrational and unscientiRc

recommendation.

As a result of lockdowns, several of the WHO’s supposed goals for global health and

well-being, especially for children, suffered dramatic setbacks, yet they didn’t seem to

care.

On top of that, the WHO pushed for mass vaccination of populations they clearly

knew had extremely low risk for COVID — children and young adults in terms of age

groups, and Africa in terms of geographic location. Not surprisingly, Gates vaccine-

related organizations (GAVI and CEPI) led that charge.



COVID Countermeasures Had Nothing to Do With Health Care

Bell also highlights how idiotic the vaccination narrative was. “With a fast-moving

pandemic, no one is safe unless everyone is safe.” That motto was reiterated

everywhere to promote the COVID jab, yet it’s completely irrational, because people

who recover from the infection have natural immunity.

They are extremely safe, regardless of others’ vulnerability. We don’t need the whole

world to be immune. We just need to meet the threshold for herd immunity and the

vulnerable are automatically protected by those with natural immunity.

“What this is telling you is that the people running this are not interested in

evidence, in truth, or even in being logical,” Bell says. “They’re interested in

sound bytes, and this has nothing to do with health care. Nothing.”

If not about health, what was the pandemic response about? In short, it was about

money, and more speciRcally, wealth transfer. Forty new billionaires were created

while some 200,000 small businesses were destroyed in the U.S. in 2020 alone.

Vaccine makers also made hundreds of billions of dollars on “vaccines” that provided

virtually no protection while killing an unprecedented number of working age adults

and decimating birth rates.

‘The Greatest Show on Earth’

Bell goes on to review how the pandemic industry is putting on “the greatest show on

earth.” According to the pandemic industry, pandemics are becoming more frequent.

This is false, Bell says.

They also claim there’s “increasing interaction between humans and wildlife or

livestock,” the insinuation being that lethal viruses regularly jump species. This

notion, Bell says, is just “plain silly.”
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Still, these are the narratives they’re going with to create a feedback loop of

surveillance for variants, declaration of potential risk, followed by lockdowns and

restrictions, followed by mass vaccinating populations to “end” the pandemic

restrictions, followed by more surveillance and so on. The funding for this scheme

comes primarily from taxpayers, while the proRts go to corporations and their

investors.

Two Instruments to Seize Control

As explained by Bell, the two primary instruments that will turn the WHO into a central

health police are the IHR amendments and the WHO’s pandemic treaty.  The IHR

amendments (which have force under international law) will provide “teeth” to the

WHO’s goal of increased control over health emergencies, while the treaty will provide

Rnancing, governance and supply networks.

IHR Amendments Destroy National and Individual Sovereignty

The IHR amendments,  as currently drafted:

Expand the deRnitions of pandemics and health emergencies. SpeciRcally, it

introduces “potential for harm” rather than actual harm. So, the WHO can mandate

lockdowns or medical interventions based on the mere suspicion that a virus

might cause public harm.

Change the recommendations of the IHR from nonbinding to mandatory, so

member states MUST follow and implement the WHO’s recommendations.

Solidify the director-general’s ability to independently and single-handedly declare

health emergencies.
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Set up an extensive surveillance apparatus in all member states.

Enable the WHO to share country data without consent.

Give the WHO control over certain resources within member countries, including

intellectual property rights.

Force national support for censorship activities directed by the WHO.

Change existing IHR provisions that affect individuals from nonbinding to binding,

including provisions relating to border closures, travel restrictions, quarantines,

medical examinations and the medication and vaccination of individuals.

Treaty Will Expand WHO’s Power Beyond Pandemics

Meanwhile, the pandemic treaty will:

• Set up an international supply network overseen by the WHO.

• Fund the WHO’s health emergency structures and processes by requiring at least

5% of national health budgets to be dedicated to health emergencies.

• Set up a governing body under the auspice of the WHO to oversee the entire

health emergency process.

• Expand scope of the WHO’s power by emphasizing the “One Health”  agenda,

which recognizes that a very broad range of aspects of life and the environment

can impact health and therefore fall under the “potential” to cause harm. This is

how the WHO will be able to declare climate change as a health emergency and

subsequently require climate lockdowns, for example.

The graphic  below illustrates how the WHO’s scope of control is expanded
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under the One Health agenda to cover vast aspects of everyday life. Under the

new treaty, the WHO will have unilateral power to make decisions about any of

these areas, and its dictates will supersede and overrule any and all local, state

and federal laws.

Interestingly, the term “One Health,” which was formally adopted by the WHO and

the G20 health ministers in 2017, was Rrst coined by the executive vice president

of the EcoHealth Alliance, the same Rrm that appears to have had a hand in the

creation of SARS-CoV-2, William Karesh, DVM, in a 2003 article on Ebola.11



Taxpayers Fund Their Own Exploitation

As noted by Bell, it’s not just the WHO that is pushing this agenda. It’s Rnanced and

promoted by a long list of organizations, including the United Nations, the European

Union, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, GAVI, the Wellcome Trust, UNICEF, CEPI,

the World Economic Forum (WEF) and the World Bank.

But while these entities are okcially funding the pandemic industry, what’s really



happening is they’re “using taxes to fund wealthy people to exploit poor populations

elsewhere,” Bell says. We’re also funding our own exploitation and demise. It’s not just

the poor that will suffer under a globalist totalitarian regime, but everyone who is not

part of the globalists’ top echelon.

Taxpayers are providing the money while private proRteers are deciding how that

money is spent, and it’s being spent in ways that will beneRt themselves. So, it’s a

private-public “partnership” where the public is being robbed and all the beneRts go to

the private sector.

Current Timeline

As it currently stands, the IHR amendments will be voted on in the World Health

Assembly (WHA) in May 2024, about a year from now. They only need a majority vote

to pass. If that vote happens as planned, then the 10-month deadline for member

states to reject the amendments will expire in March 2025, and the amendments will

come into force in May 2025. If a member state opts out, then the current 2005 IHR

version will apply to that state.

The WHO pandemic treaty will also be voted on by the WHA in May 2024. It requires a

two-thirds majority vote to pass, and 30 member countries to ratify it. Thirty days

after ratiRcation, the treaty will take force for the countries that signed it.

The globalists don’t want to wait three years, however, so in the meantime, they’re

working on a third avenue, which involves the creation of a “medical countermeasures

platform for pandemics” under the WHO. And this platform will be implemented by

September 2023. Many aspects of this platform will then simply morph right into the

IHR amendments and the treaty.

“We need to understand that this whole thing is based on complete

nonsense,” Bell says. “But it’s working.”



The Endgame, and How to Stop It

In an April 16, 2023, Substack article,  Jessica Rose, a postdoctoral researcher in

biology, tries to make sense of the last three years. Starting at the end, she believes

the endgame is the “conversion of the majority of human beings into workers ... like

ants.”

To get there, the globalists must dehumanize us, systematically chip away at the

human spirit, render us infertile and destroy all notions of bodily autonomy and

national sovereignty. And, like Bell says, the plan has worked quite well so far. But

cracks are beginning to show. More and more people are starting to put the puzzle

pieces together, as Rose attempts to do in her article.

The COVID pandemic was the set-up, Rose suggests. It was geared to “test

compliance levels” and set the scene for the next act, which was to normalize all

things abnormal. The trans movement, which completely overwhelmed the social

consciousness in a single year, is a continuation and expansion of that “normalization

of the abnormal” phase.

It’s also a major component of the agenda to dehumanize and sterilize the population.

After all, trans youth — which are also among the most brainwashed individuals in

society right now — are the future of humanity. A brand-new report by legal experts

backed by the United Nations is also seeking to normalize pedophilia,  which would

further dehumanize and de-spirit our youth for generations to come.

Adding insult to injury, the report was published March 8, 2023, “in recognition” of

International Women’s Day. Never mind the fact that young girls and women are the

primary victims of this sick mindset.

The “manmade climate change” hysteria and subsequent war on carbon is another

fabricated “emergency” that is unhinged from science and reality. And, like the global

COVID response, the UN’s Sustainable Development goals are perfectly tailored to
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enable the endgame. Under these goals, human freedom, human health and quality of

life are sacriRced to “protect the environment and save the planet.”

As Rose notes, if the WHO pandemic treaty goes through, we can expect to be locked

down indeRnitely under the guise of “some climate catastrophe, likely linked to some

‘deadly pathogen’ passed to humans via some insect vector like mosquitoes.”

By then, central bank digital currencies (CBDCs) will also be in place, which will

enable the unelected totalitarian regime to enforce whatever restrictions the WHO

and its funders dream up, be it related to the food you’re allowed to eat based on your

carbon footprint, the drugs you’re forced to take, what causes you’re allowed to fund,

what businesses you’re allowed to buy from, when and how far you’re allowed to

travel or anything else.

“A practical way I can think of to stop the endgame from being realized is to

stop the CBDC,” Rose writes. “Use cash. Insist upon it. Do not give business

to stores that only use cashless systems. Supply equals demand, so demand

the use of CASH. Use bitcoin. It’s the antithesis of CBDCs.”

Other Strategies to Reclaim Our Freedoms

At the end of his video, Bell also reviews some of the possible ways in which we can

respond to the threats to our national sovereignty and personal freedom, and the

challenges involved.

Reform the WHO — The question is how? Can it be reformed?

Exit and defund the WHO — Drawbacks of this strategy include the fact that

countries that exit the WHO lose direct inTuence over its direction, and the

pandemic industry will still exist and exert immense inTuence worldwide.

Ignore the amendments and the treaty — Few countries will be able to afford this,

as noncooperative member states will be sanctioned by the rest. Malfeasant



rulers will also still be enabled.

Educate the populace and politicians and “encourage noncompliance with

stupidity” — This is “a hard road,” Bell says, “but [it] gives the people a voice.”

Educating the populace, politicians in particular, may ultimately be the best approach.

As noted by Bell in an April 2, 2023, article in The Daily Sceptic:

“The international community can bene?t from coordination over public

health. But that is not what CA+ [the pandemic treaty] proposes. This is a

draconian measure aimed at taking away national sovereignty.

It gives vast powers to a single organization with troubling funding

arrangements and a track record for causing terrible damage. Legislators

should reject these proposals, refuse to send taxpayer money to the WHO

and reject the notion of public health by dictate.”

Login or Join to comment on this article
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Guillermou

The WHO constitutes a great threat to the United States and the whole world. The governance of the

WHO constitutes an unprecedented fascism. 194 unelected puppets from all our countries, pretending

to represent us, keep preparing to erase our rights. The personal well-being and freedoms represented

by a WHO that will be able to translate its new unchecked and unaccountable authority into the

opportunity to dictate the personal health care of Americans and all of humanity demands immediate

action by Congress. . Lawmakers should use the leverage arising from the Biden administration's

insistence on raising the debt ceiling to force the president to withdraw from the WHO now. There

should be no further negotiations on increasing the national debt until the President has formally

notiRed the World Health Organization that we will not be members.

The WHO will not stop until every person is microchipped and tracked down like cattle. The current

version of the IHR already allows the WHO to issue recommendations to "review proof of vaccination,"

"require vaccination," and "implement contact tracing of suspected or affected persons." The

amendments expand on that by giving the WHO even more power to control world affairs during a

"health emergency." WITHDRAW U.S. FROM THE WHO NOW!

rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/withdraw-us-from-the-who-now?utm_source=post..  (11/03/2023).------

fascism.news/2023-03-03-who-pushing-for-global-vaccine-passport-scheme..  (03/03/2023)

Posted On 05/01/2023
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Guillermou

The WHO continues to be the globalists' conduit for control over humanity. They drain our

resources, serve our enemies, and continue to work to establish a global dictatorship over

everyone and everything. The WHO has many ambitions; but improving our health and supporting

our rights are not among them. The WHO is ignoring 35,000 messages from citizens around the

world who do not want this so-called "treaty". They continue to plot a global authoritarian

dictatorship in the form of their Pandemic Preparedness Treaty.

As the corporate media and governments remain silent on what is happening, WCH Law and

Advocacy Committee member James Roguski is holding a vigil and has issued this update

exposing his backroom deals, secret meetings and dark agenda. . We, that is, every sane human

being alive, must stop them before we, along with our descendants and future generations,

experience horrors far beyond even crimes against humanity.

drtrozzi.org/2023/04/05/nb-updates-on-who-strategies-to-enslave-us/  (05/04/2023

Posted On 05/01/2023
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juststeve

Gui, the vaccine all Life, Humanity in our Garden, Planet Earth need, is a vaccination to eliminate

the behavior of the 1% Para$itic Predator$ A vaccination against their rigged Rnancial system so

much of the worlds' peoples' have been snookered into being nearly completely dependent on.

Losing its useful tool status for exchange to become a blinding narcotic by making people so busy

chasing $$$ losing value through a debt, slave banking system and using minimum wage

structures one is unable to sustain themselves with, while at the same acting as a brake, just as

out right slavery used to be a brake.

A vaccination against a Para$ite one expects who is so full of self-loathing, so disconnected from

Life it lashes out with Anti-Life dictates. As Bell states, "the people running this are not interested

in evidence, in truth, or even in being logical." Our life enhancing, sustaining, expanding methods

are attacked on all fronts. Our efforts to reach out to one another, again, on all fronts are attacked.

At this juncture so much points to the many ways we can live together to increase Life, starting

from the Soil, Water, Air, the Plants, Forest, the Lifeforms from the microbes to the Animal.

Kingdom most likely act as a vaccination against the Predator 1% or they wouldn't have so much

focus against those efforts. Save Cash, especially coin as it last the longest to use as much as

possible among our smaller groups and local communities, as barter is not practical on its own

when we are in a process of reconnecting, rebuilding, renewing to create a New Day, a New Earth

where the Para$itic Predator Infection is kept at bay by the Herd Immunity of a 99% with an

Immune system intact and strong to repel the Bull Spit, Deceptions, Deceit all of it the venom

spewed by Demons of the 1%.

*** Let the Light of Ronnie Cummins live & shine brighter through our efforts as he is one of many

who has shined a light on our way towards a better, brighter future. RIP, Ronnie. ***

Posted On 05/01/2023
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ZHA.ZHA

As powerful as the WHO appears to be they are still a puppet just as the WEF, Pharmaceutical

industry, Rnancial industry etc. Just do a search for "world organization list" and you will Rnd tons!

en.wikipedia.org/.../List_of_intergovernmental_organizations  We should be asking what entity is

the puppeteer that is controlling the strings of all these world organizations? It certainly is NOT Bill

Gates or Klaus Schwab! These guys and many others that we know and despise are actors on a

screen reading and playing their parts. We have no idea who the director, producer, writer, or the

Rnancial backer of this "show" really is. William Shakespeare said it best in As you like it "All the

world's a stage, and all the men and women merely players: they have their exits and their

entrances; and one man in his time plays many parts, his acts being seven ages." We have never

had democracy, we have de-mockary!!

It is an illusion to make us people think that we have control and say in matters. If we did, how is it

that over the last 100 years these "world organizations" got formed without us the people being

involved in the formation of them? The powers to be, whom I call parasites, used to control the

monarchs and when they got out of control, these parasites destroyed their monarchy and instead

made the general population feel that now they were under control through the lens of

"democracy".

Hence the French and Russian Revolution. Once we see the truth of what is really going on, we will

Rnally be able to get to the root cause and not rant and rave about all the symptoms or what is

wrong in this world. But the parasites are very good at deception and distraction. And we the

people get fooled, again and again and again. Truth then alludes us and we never really see it. As

such we remain blind. Jack Nicholson said it best in A few Good Men "YOU CAN'T HANDLE THE

TRUTH!" In really most people can't. That is how they get us.

Posted On 05/01/2023
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Guillermou

Just, your expression is very accurate: Our life enhancing, sustaining, expanding methods are

attacked on all fronts. Our efforts to reach out to one another, again, on all fronts are attacked. Abir

Ballan has produced a 43-page thesis called "The WHO Review and why it matters to you" which

exposes the World Health Organization (WHO) as a highly corrupt political organization pushing

tyranny in the name of "public health". The reality is that the WHO, and all those who followed

WHO's policies on Covid, failed on every one of the 10 principles listed below. For argument's sake,

let's assume that Covid was the emergency they claimed; then it would follow that societies

function optimally if they uphold longstanding ethical principles and values that have been

developed, tested, and armored over time.

Tried and tested. These 10 public health principles did not apply to the Covid emergency response

are written in the link. The Rrst says: 1. Human dignity and personal freedoms must be respected

in all circumstances. Any restriction on individual liberty, for reasons of public health, must be

temporary and case-speciRc, and must be carried out as a last resort under an extremely high

burden of proof of its necessity, reasonableness, and proportionality.

expose-news.com/2022/07/27/whos-covid-policies-fail-public-health-prin..  In connection with

those principles when the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic began in 2020, doctors like

Pierre Kory and Paul Marik treated patients with steroids, ivermectin, and vitamin C. But these

doctors, who effectively saved lives, were canceled by WHO and government agencies despite

patients dying by the thousands. Big Pharma and its investors could lose a lot of money if

FDA-approved drugs like ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine are used to treat COVID-19 patients.

www.brighteon.com/ab79a1ae-7ba0-4ac1-ae59-62389d54fb84

Posted On 05/01/2023
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Guillermou

ZHA ZHA we can also add this reality: THE FEDERAL RESERVE CARTEL EIGHT FAMILIES OWN THE

USA, BIS, IMF, WORLD BANK They are the Goldman Sachs, Rockefellers, Lehmans and Kuhn Loebs

of New York; the Rothschilds of Paris and London; the Warburgs of Hamburg; the Lazards in Paris;

and the Israel Moses Seifs of Rome. Many of the bank's shareholders reside in Europe. The US

government was historically distrustful of the BIS, unsuccessfully pushing for its demise at the

post-World War II Bretton Woods Conference in 1944. Instead, the power of the Eight Families was

exacerbated, with the creation in Bretton Woods of the IMF and the World Bank. Bretton Woods

became a boon to the Eight Families. The IMF and the World Bank were central to this “new world

order”, writes Dean Henderson in The Herland Report and Free21.

The Four Horsemen of Banking (Bank of America, JP Morgan Chase, Citigroup, and Wells Fargo)

own the Four Horsemen of Oil (Exxon Mobil, Royal Dutch/Shell, BP, and Chevron Texaco); along

with Deutsche Bank, BNP, Barclays and other European giants of old money. The Federal Reserve

Cartel: Who owns the Federal Reserve? Its monopoly over the global economy does not end at the

edge of the oil patch. According to the company's 10K Rlings with the SEC, the Four Horsemen of

Banking are among the top ten shareholders of virtually all Fortune 500 corporations. The article is

of great interest: christine257.substack.com/p/the-federal-reserve-cartel-eight?utm_sourc..

 (02/05/2023)

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

ZHA.ZHA

Wonderful resources Gui! Thanks for sharing this stuff. This is the kind of information that needs

to be put out into the forefront. This way we are more aware, instead of being in a beware state on

what we are dealing with.

Posted On 05/01/2023
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Country_Me

Guillermou I know we don't get notiRcations when we reply to someone else comments so just in

case you missed seeing this I want to put this here, too. I admire you so much the way your

comments are written so intelligently! You are deRnitely a great asset to Mercola's comment

section and any others you comment at. I know what's in my heart but I just can't say it the way you

can. I am sure you will continue with your informative, well written comments and hope everyone

that has time will read them.

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

Guillermou

Thanks Country_Me. You express yourself very empathetically and very accurately about Kennedy,

JR. Here we have Bill Gates one of the contributors to the WHO. WHY IS BILL GATES IGNORING

ALL THE ADVERSE DATA ON THE COVID VACCINES? I've watched the NetTix documentary on

Gates. It reTects what we know: he devours data. I have one question for him which is why is he

ignoring all the adverse data on the COVID vaccines? “More troubling is that Bill Gates himself

hasn’t been able to come up with a single critical thinking question himself about these vaccines

that he’s asking the health authorities to explain.

That is truly stunning.” If Bill were an honest guy If Bill is really the vaccine health and safety

advocate that he claims to be, he’d be: 1)Able to explain why there are over 17,000 excess death

reports in VAERS for the COVID vaccines but not for any other vaccines since 2021 and why this is

happening in adverse event reporting systems worldwide. more in the link:

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/why-is-bill-gates-ignoring-all-the?utm_sour..  (05/1/2023)

Posted On 05/01/2023
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Country_Me

Robert Kennedy, Jr. the ONLY one running that has the guts and has the record to prove he's Rghting for

and speaking out for our freedoms! He is trying to stop what's coming. Some people are smearing,

lying, to try to stop him from him stopping digital currency, stopping our freedom of speech from being

totally banned, stopping FORCING vaccines, and the wars! If you want to Rnd fault you can! We can Rnd

fault with anyone. No one is perfect but anyone that really cares about our freedoms will support him. I

am not a Dem but I am Kennedy, Jr. all the way because I am SERIOUS about our freedoms we are

losing. He is risking his life for us the least I can do is support him and vote for him.

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

ScanKat

He is also very liberal (old school) so that extends a LOT of federal government control over us.

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

Country_Me

ScanKat His record speaks for itself. Even Dr. Ron Paul and Alex Jones has said good things about

him! Including Dr. Paul said, "He's developed a name because he was willing to take on the

Pharmaceutical Industries and that's a big deal" end of quote. Sometimes I wonder about some

people if they really are okay with what's coming! Don't want to try to change anything. Kennedy, Jr.

has said exactly what he would do with the stroke of a pen and Dr. Paul says he tells the truth so

that is exactly what I believe he will do and what we need a president to do.
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Segstar

I have no doubt that RFK is a good hearted man..One of the problem i see is for most parts

Presidents are not elected, they are planted. RFK may have good intentions but do you for one

second think he'll be able to any of those things he's saying he'll do? Do you think the crooked

establishment and the DNC WILL ALLOW him to destroy their plan? Did you see what the DNC did

to Joe Manchin with the inTation reduction act.? Careful with RFK, in my opinion he's just been

dangled out there to grab GOP votes and cement another 4 years of hurt and pain..Perhaps this is

what Brandon is alluding to when he say they have to Rnish the job..Don't fall for that crap people..

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

jef9075

Kim Iversen had RFK, Jr. on her podcast the other day. She asked some very good direct questions.

Like most everyone else, I don't agree on everything with RFK, Jr., but on the key points of the day, I

am with him. I believe he's also of immense character.

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

Country_Me

Segstar Kennedy, Jr. said exactly what he will do with the stroke of a pen. Based on his record and

the good things Alex Jones and Dr. Paul has said I believe he will do just that! Joe Manchin

bounces back and forth like a ball. He has no record of ever going against the establishment like

Kennedy, Jr. has and by the way lets not forget Trump took one Million dollars from PRzer, pushed

the jabs, vetoed the stop the war in Yemen Act that was killing thousands of innocent people. Not

to mention Assange's arrest under him so I would say we need to be more careful of Trump.

Posted On 05/01/2023
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Lee1959

I think Robert Kennedy is a good man, spot on, I would vote for him if he gets the nomination (and I

am a conservative). But he won't win.  Why, you ask? Because of his dysphonia.  Most people do

not look beyond their initial Rrst impression.

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

Country_Me

Lee1959 oh my goodness you are so right about some people. It's sad how many people I've heard

make fun of him. They never get to what his message is, his record, what he wants to do to stop

some of the bad things coming.

Posted On 05/01/2023
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Guillermou

Wish CHD founder Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. the best of luck on his way to the White House. In an

email sent earlier by CHD Acting President Laura Bono to CHD members, Kennedy said: “My top

priority is to end the corrupt merger between state and corporate power that has ruined our

economy, shattered the middle class, polluted our landscapes and waters, poisoned our children

and robbed us of our values and freedom.” Stating that these goals have always been “central to

CHD's mission,” Kennedy explained that he founded CHD “after parents concerned about the

meteoric rise in childhood chronic diseases approached me time and time again, urging me to look

beyond what mainstream media and government health agencies were telling the public about

what was causing these increases.”

He said: “After carefully reviewing the science, it was clear to me that vaccines and other toxic

environmental exposures were inextricably linked to rising rates of autism, allergies, autoimmune

disorders and a host of other conditions. “I knew I could never turn my back on the children and

families so profoundly affected by these exposures. My commitment to health freedom, preventing

future injuries, unmasking those responsible and holding them accountable will never diminish.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/robert-f-kennedy-jr-Rles-run-us-p..  (04/16/2023)

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

kwik54

I agree with you-100%!!!

Posted On 05/01/2023
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Segstar

Country_me they all talk the talk but when it time to walk the walk they are nowhere to be seen.The

party is strongly associated with the Deep state...So what do you think RFK can do huh? He has to

conform to the PARTY, or they'll just "replace" him as they have done in the past...It's unfortunate

you have a uniparty system, but have you folks not seen the destruction that wicked DNC has

unleashed on the entire World..And in terms of Trump, love him or hate him, how would you say

you fared under his administration?.We have just over 6 years of data to review ..I understand what

i'm saying is unpopular, but nonetheless it has to be said..The world cannot afford another term of

these crooks and their akliates.......

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

Country_Me

Segstar IF you were actually LISTENING you would know what Kennedy, Jr. can do because he laid

it out completely in details! As for Trump, how did I fare? I care about how ALL the people are that

got the jabs when Trump was pushing them. I care about all the innocent people that continued to

be KILLED when Trump vetoed the stop the War in Yemen Act. I care about how Assange is after

Assange was arrested under Trump's presidency. You see I care about our freedoms. Not how I did

Rnancially if that is what you are talking about because it wouldn't matter about that if I were dead

or seriously injured from the jabs he was pushing and I am sure all those have died in that war and

other wars wouldn't care, either, how I am faring because of a Trump presidency.

And by the way as far as walking the walk you seriously don't know Kennedy, Jr record to imply he

hasn't. I could say a lot about his record that is good but I would just say that the class action

lawsuit Kennedy, jr has against Biden, Fauci, and others is a really good indicator that he is

continuing to walk the walk.

Posted On 05/01/2023
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Country_Me

Guillermou I admire you so much the way your comments are written so intelligently! You are

deRnitely a great asset to Mercola's comment section and any others you comment at. I know

what's in my heart but I just can't say it the way you can. I am sure you will continue with your

informative, well written comments and hope everyone that has time will read them.

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

ZTFZTF

Country and all: I have watched RFK, Jr., for years and his actions speak truth to his words. He's the

real deal! - In his (partially censored...) ABC interview he stated that he places principles above

party and that if someone brings facts to him that lead him to a new conclusion he will change his

mind: otherwise, he won't budge on his stances. He's litigated the criminal elite for decades and

has no problem confronting them. Kennedy won't cave because he's a man of integrity who does

the right thing.
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Country_Me

ZTFZTF Good to know you and some others here knows his record, knows the FACTS. Too many

people are just talking opinions, speculation, NON factual and that's really sad considering what's

at stake in this country. Some people will believe the lies the major news media puts out, even

videos that have been EDITED to make it look like Kennedy, Jr said something he didn't say but

when he speaks truth they won't believe that. Like I said I feel sure I won't agree with him on

everything as I don't know his views yet on all the other issues but the main ones that are on my

priority list I agree and support him all the way!

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

pikiverschueren

My family and I went to visit Ieper (Ypres) yesterday. - (Belgium - Flanders) - Ieper was for a long time

the most beautiful, powerful and rich city globally because of its luxury wool sheets and fabrics, which

was of the best quality in the world. (And because of its proximity to the North Sea and France). The

museum tells the story of eleven centuries; Ypres was grand, then conquered, killed, Tattened, burned,

diseased so many times and each time it did rise up again quite fast, in full grandeur, like a cat having

nine lives. The city's symbol is now a cat. When Louis XXIV saw the city, he said: 'I want this' (like so

many before him). And here again, Ypres' citizens and craftsmen, its religion got killed, Tattened and

burned again.

And each time the perpetrators used the citizens to build the city up again to see it Rt to their own

vision and religion, exploiting the people once more. It is about crazy people who just say: 'I WANT

THIS.' And their money is the tool. I think what we experience now is foremost about deeply disturbed

and wounded humans who still live in 1400. That is what the WHO is! The WHO says: 'I am a child!' 'I

want this! I WANT EVERYTHING!' / You know what was mentioned several times (in the displays of

devils and dragons)? The people then, in the past said, you can kill the devil with PRAYER. Isn't that

amazing?
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human4life

Hi pikiverschueren, Would you pronounce phonetically leper (Ypres)? This is a great story. I would

like to look more into this history and its current state.

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

rrealrose

pikiverschuren, Ironic isn't it? History repeats. We now have the WEF, backed by major corporations

and developed nations worldwide, signing an agreement to work with the UN. At the same time, the

WEF hosting (2) tabletop simulations called crystal contagion 2021 and 2022. These same

companies that want to destroy mankind are backing (funding) the UN, with their WHO subsidiary

and their one world agenda. Hand-in-hand fascism, governments joined/intertwined with

corporations in the open making plans or already destroying the environment, the planet, the very

thing they are accusing the population of doing! Take a deeper look! Here's a link to the 2022

Crystal Contagion 2022 tabletop exercise: catastrophiccontagion.centerforhealthsecurity.org  -

lock down the world and take away their internet (no longer a venue the people)...CBDC's indeed!

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

oldbiker562

I followed the science and got no where , so I followed the money and found the science . Just wait

until they think we need to exterminate people to save the planet. Oh, wait! They already have thought

of that! I here by declare that WHO has no authority over me whatsoever no matter who signs what, and

I will not comply, even if this requires a Rght to the death!

Posted On 05/01/2023
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CP2020

Why not just END Bill Gates! Problem solved.

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

ZHA.ZHA

Unfortunately Gates is a puppet. If he is taken down, another one takes his place.Like the here

today, gone tomorrow politician. Same entity with a different face.

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

jef9075

I like your idea. And yes, he may be a puppet and maybe someone else takes his place... but at

least the replacement will see what may be in their soon to be future.
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ske5142

Much of this comes down to greed. Why money has so much power I don't know. There is no love in

anything dictators do. The whole plan to smash human life will eventually take them out. Their huge

fear of not having money is so evident in their bid to control freak Creation, that fear runs their lives.  

 So where is Love? Love doesn't mix with fear. They are not partners at all.  This bid to take over is

irrational, as fears often are when you worship idols, things, like money and power.  What they are

causing is extinction, their own... and ours. Don't allow their arrogant narcistic plan.   When people just

follow without questioning we are not sheep, we are choosing to not educate ourselves with the truth.

The truth will set you free. We can stop this evil take over without violence; don't be like them. Prayer is

positive Energy, the Energy of Love. Love is freedom at work.

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

uriahheep

Money does not have power, money is power and power is addictive. As the adage goes, 'Power

corrupts and absolute power corrupts absolutely'. This is why 'they' want to take everything away

from you, you will own nothing and be happy. If you don't own it you can't sell it and get even a little

power. Even a little money gives you power, no money means you are powerless - you can't even

get a cup of coffee if you have no money. The move to digital currency is to stop you getting any

power other than to get basics. If you wash, say, 10 cars at 5 a go that is 50 cash. Do that every day

and you begin to accumulate power and can start to do things. With digital, they will take any

surplus away, you can't stuff digital under the mattress. You can't borrow digital off your mates. If

they control your money, they control you.

Posted On 05/01/2023
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Eevee

Yup - Greed one of the seven sins. Add to that the sin of Lust (that covers the weird stuff being

taught in schools, the altering of childrens minds and bodies,, and (which is new to me, as stated

above... it's hard to believe) the normalising of pedos... terrible terrible I feel this will cause wars,

do not come for the children. Then excessive Pride that will cover the narcistic personalities etc...

so we have Greed, Lust and Pride, probably the other sins are applicable too in some way. Lots of

people lost their souls and moral compasses at the top, I don't think the pearly gates will open for

them when the times comes.

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET

Jesus said, " I am the Way, the Truth and the Life, no one comes to the Father except through me."

Pray to Jesus our Savior to intercede and pray to God that His will be done on earth as it is in

Heaven. Evil has been given over to its own reprobate mind to cause their own condemnation for

they are dedicated to that. They do not love the truth so God gives them strong delusion to believe

lies. 2Thessalonians 2. This chapter says a lot!!
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Esther M. Cook

BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET Yes, I went to 2 Thessalonians 2 today, and noticed the words

damned and condemned together. I had never noticed before that they are so similar, and I

wondered whether they have a common derivation. So I typed "damn derivation" into my Brave

browser (search engine) and got a dozen idiotic results not including derivation of the word. By this

accident, I discovered that "damn" is very heavily censored. TPTB do not want you thinking about

what the end of their nonsense is! Fortunately, I have an old paper dictionary, so I can tell you their

are indeed the same root damn and condemn. The "con-" part is an intensiRer.

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

pjmauigirl

I never really cared for or voted for Trump but he did take us out of WHO and now I can appreciate that

better.

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

fundamentalassumptions

"Democracy" is the communist left arm on the same socialist corporate body as "Republic" is the

fascist right. Pitting them against one another 'mob rule' versus 'elite rule' in the light, and constantly

decentralizing power, tolerating diversity (not evolving pretend & unnatural faux diversity), protecting

individual rights as America was founded is the only avoidance of their tendency to corruption in this

world. Without the salt and light it's all corruption and Rghting in the dark, spiraling down to ever further

degradation & destruction of the image of God in mankind, until the Lord says, 'Enough', removes the

suffering he who letteth, & brings it on.
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ScanKat

No one man or woman will save humanity or take it down. God is in control ultimately and we will end

on His time table. Right now there is much evil in the world. The evil is unleashed in a way not seen

since the pre-Christian era. I am reading The Return Of the Gods. Chilling . We are in or heading

towards end times. We all need to pray that is for sure. Pray daily, Pray without stoping.

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET

Agree. But, we are in the end times and have been since Jesus ascended into heaven. Since then,

history shows us the picture of the Church and unbelievers story as told in the book of Revelation

which will end as God has foretold. We are now in the 6th vial [Revelation 16] and maybe

Armageddon will be the next major event of history unfolding. Therein lies the patience of the

saints.....waiting for God to do all He wills, ridding the world of antichrist and the beast, forever.
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Country_Me

ScanKat Robert Kennedy, Jr.'s record speaks for itself. Even Dr. Ron Paul and Alex Jones has said

good things about him! Including Dr. Paul said, "He's developed a name because he was willing to

take on the Pharmaceutical Industries and that's a big deal" end of quote. Sometimes I wonder

about some people if they really are okay with what's coming! Don't want to try to change anything.

Kennedy, Jr. has said exactly what he would do with the stroke of a pen and Dr. Paul says he tells

the truth so that is exactly what I believe he will do and what we need a president to do.

God uses people and can change things or prolong them! What's that Scripture if His people which

are called by His name, "shall humble themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their

wicked ways....." We also need to be careful to not falsely judge others. Speculation, opinions not

based on correct facts, about someone can be falsely accusing them or falsely judging them. By

the way, no one is perfect. I am sure there are things Kennedy, Jr will say that I don't agree with but

our freedoms are at the top of my priority list and I do believe him when he says he's anti FORCING

vaccines, anti banning free speech, anti digital currency, anti wars, so those are the issues that I

agree with him on that has my vote. He is risking his life coming out against the establishment and

the class action lawsuit he has against Biden, Fauci, and others sure is not helping that so the least

I can do is support him, vote for him, even though I am not a Dem!
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Eevee

Personally I think mother nature will do what she wants and we will either adapt or not, everything

else is irrelevant in the big scheme of things. Trying to change the world and trying to take control

of continents then the world is theoretically possible but this is dependant on electricity and once

that goes we are back to manual old systems. Just remember for those trying to achieve this

global aim "...you can please some of the people, some of the time.......but.....you cannot please all

the people, all of the time....".......and trying to repress people is like the horse and cart, or the dog

on the leash, the harder you pull in one direction the harder the dog or horse pulls in the other

direction.

What is needed is world harmony and world peace.... those who keep engineering wars and not

permitting world peace will never get every one on board and from the information on the internet

and media (whether it is true or not...who knows what is correct or not, probably a mixture of

both)...those people engineering wars and trying to form globalism can be the doing both at the

same time...even if they are doing indirectly through their complex investments etc... or

intentionally. People need to have better morals and better empathy for all mankind the world over.
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Jhaden

One man already HAS saved humanity, and that's Jesus Christ. This whole WHO agenda isn't about

money or power, really. It's about rejecting God. It's just another Tower of Babel. Either it will usher

in the end of the end times or the plan will collapse. You're right, God is ultimately in control. Our

job, I believe, is to keep pushing for what is right and to keep praying.
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forbiddenhealing

Looks like one big giant beehive...where workers live a scant few months...and the queens determine

their genetics and are long lived on "royal jelly." Since humans have no one mother, standardized "DNA"

must come from brain-training, foods, drugs, force or crazy GMO schemes.  Gates' globalists wanna be

that "one mother" unless we take em out..or suffer colony collapse.

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

rrealrose

HI Capt'n Forbidden, did you catch this presentation on DNA contamination from latest CHD Friday

Roundtable? "Components of mRNA Vaccines: A ScientiRc Analysis" - -

live.childrenshealthdefense.org/chd-tv/shows/friday-roundtable/compone..  - - even without much

background, sends chills down ones' spine; colony collapse is but one possibility. (Only a few

slides, simpliRed, a student or lay person can understand these graphics).

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

forbiddenhealing

Yup, and RFK Jr. was disappeared from view to protect fake narrative. Gates'es, beltway lizards,

Wall Street elites, network talking heads, etc. don't live in the real world and have zero to do with

the great unwashed (worker bees). They might even go nuts if exposed to that perspective?.....
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rrealrose

Eye eye, You will want to listen to this, I posted it below too: "Fraud & Litigation" - -

live.childrenshealthdefense.org/chd-tv/shows/good-morning-chd/fraud--l..  - - about an hour.

Correct, we are not getting this information, making societal situation appear dire. With 16,000

covid-speciRc lawsuits? activity has been well-underway. Yes, some big suits were tossed out by

Federal Judges afraid to hear those cases. Other Rghts are winning, often without even Rling a suit!

More along the historical Taoist approach: the ART of WAR (keep your soldiers and guns, avoid the

Rght). Gotta stay on the bright side of the street!
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Pwd175yahoo.co.uk

The signiRcant criminals are mostly thieves, treasonists, murderers, false imprisoners, medical

terrorists & more & of course include many culpable collaborators. The punishments if convicted

should be severe to extreme depending on the particular charges laid against any individual criminal.
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grilly111

So now it transpires the dentists have also been quietly, secretly, obediently, greedily injecting the

mRNA nano-lipids into their clients' jaws and gums in the injectable anaesthetic syringe solutions.

Did you know that??
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ThyroidGirl

Praying for my dear humanity, the reason I came here. I love humanity, may we all live out our lives in

the sunshine, happy for the rest of our days! And may every evil eye in our lives go blind!

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

Eevee

You are entitled to your opinion. In the past I have also wished bad things on people who do harm

(in the pandemic those locking us down etc... unusual circumstances) I know I was wrong to do

this, no one is perfect we are all human...... My Mum taught me "...do not lower yourself to their

level..." .. wishing bad things on others is not good for your soul no matter how evil they are. Karma

will do it's thing, wait and see.... enjoy the sunshine ;)

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

UnpleasantPeasant

News Tash...Democracy is also evil, it's called mob rule, why all this pro government propaganda all the

time??
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Ronald_H

We are a Constitutional Republic form of Representative SELF Government. The communist

mainstream has a massive campaign to say and imply we are a Democracy to fool the gullible

while likely knowing democracy has historically been a transitional phase going to totalitarian

government. With all the censorship in social media with attempts to get us to use the words they

choose for us, we do have the absolute power to choose the words that come out of our mouths,

so talk to people using accurate words and not default to acceptance of their false premises to

lose before you even start. RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

wwalkerware

Unpleasant and Ronald, thank you both so much, I often just want to give up trying to convince our

mercola friends to come to terms with the details and speciRcs of deRnitions. I appreciate your

time and effort.  Please, EVERYONE stop compromising. Stop compromising. Stop compromising.
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versatile

Unfortunately, the unspoken is simply that they are preparing and planning to "create" the pandemic, so

that the response can be engineered in advance and it won't be the Rrst time.
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pecanroll

Yes unfortunately round two is coming. And too many will fall for it.

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

wareagle82

If the Covid era did anything, it revealed who people are. Once you have seen someone's inner

totalitarian, it cannot be unseen. Whether that person is a friend, relative, co-worker, or general

acquaintance is immaterial; the depth of the relationship only makes the realization more or less stark,

but the outcome is the same - you know who the brown shirts and enforcers will be. There is no going

back from that point. It's just not possible. So what's left? And who among the people you know would

you want in the foxhole? Those are not academic or rhetorical questions. The section on Jessica

Rose's Substack piece has the heading "how to stop it" but can it be stopped?

We're seeing dissenting voices silenced in the name of democracy, which breaks the irony meter all by

itself. We're in a time when people are supportive of medical experimentation on children. Womanhood

itself is being erased right along with cash. Eventually, the cash runs out. Withdrawals can only occur

so long as the nature of deposits is unchanged. Precious metals are an option, but this country has

already barred private ownership of gold once, so who would be surprised by govt doing so again and

adding the other precious metals to the list? An underground economy would rise, and govt would send

out enforcers to break it up, likely triggering some armed confrontations between agents of the state

and civilians, and THAT will be the acid test of this new world order.

How many of those agents would willingly Rre on fellow citizens? Who wants to be the leader who

gives such agents the "Rre" order? How many casualties among agents, because there would be some,

would the regime deem acceptable? How many casualties among civilians? Because are not coming

for your guns in the name of school safety; they're playing a much longer game. I know far too many

people who are blissfully clueless and seemingly proud of their status. It's not a good look or an

encouraging future.

Posted On 05/01/2023
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brodiebrock12

What good is KNOWING when these same KNOWN criminals continue to do as they please

unabated? Sure it's overtly obvious what happened and what is continuing too, but without actual

REAL accountability...none of this ends. Why would it!

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

jef9075

Mercola has written previously about the importance of electing local and state okcials who

follow the Constitution. Sheriffs who are Constitutional sheriffs. Yes, national elections are very

important.. but in other ways local elections can be just as, or more, important for us in our daily

lives. School Boards, County/Parish Sheriffs, Mayors, Governors can provide a strong barrier to

much of this if the right ones are elected. Most of these local okcials are also directly in our reach

where we can attend meetings IN PERSON. Ralph Nader said years ago that we don't necessarily

need a huge percentage of people to show up ( in person) to get things done. If only a small

percent of local residents showed up in person... boots on the ground... at their okces and

meetings and conducted themselves in a lawful manner that big changes are possible.

Posted On 05/01/2023
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rrealrose

Hi wareeagle, brodiebrock, everyone - just Rnished listening to a CHD Morning Roundtable, with

Atty Warner Mendenhall. you will want to catch this replay, about 1 hr long program: "Fraud &

Litigation" - - live.childrenshealthdefense.org/chd-tv/shows/good-morning-chd/fraud--l..  - see

what you think! Many more out there, am not watching closely...

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

jsmccord7

I will NOT COMPLY is my mind set.I hope it's contagious ...!!!

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

MarkPitt

I'm DONE with Russell Brand! Oh, he had me after dumping the satanic symbol wielding, Katie Perry

and with his focus on meditation, diet etc... But the recent video clip I saw with him stopping just shy of

sucking face with that World Economic Forum Cretin, Yuval Noah Harari who sees YOU as useless

eaters and "hackable animals." OMG! That video created an image I'll never be able to unsee :(

https://youtu.be/C3tgjHtml4M
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020202

"... if the WHO pandemic treaty goes through, we can expect to be locked down indeRnitely under the

guise of “some climate catastrophe, likely linked to some deadly pathogen’ passed to humans via some

insect vector like mosquitoes.” By then, central bank digital currencies (CBDCs) will also be in place,

which will enable the unelected totalitarian regime to enforce whatever restrictions the WHO and its

funders dream up, be it related to the food you’re allowed to eat based on your carbon footprint, the

drugs you’re forced to take, what causes you’re allowed to fund, what businesses you’re allowed to buy

from, when and how far you’re allowed to travel or anything else.

“A practical way I can think of to stop the endgame from being realized is to stop the CBDC,” Rose

writes. “Use cash. Insist upon it. Do not give business to stores that only use cashless systems. Supply

equals demand, so demand the use of CASH." I wonder what Mercola's reader audience is..... I hope

zillions .... we need help, or we will be goners.

Posted On 05/02/2023

 

dchand

The WHO is the weapon of choice by the Globalist Industrial Coup of every democracy in the world.

The leadership of the majority of democratic countries are already implanted, by fair means or foul,

with their Schwab trained masonic amoebas who surround themselves in their central and local

governments with similarly compromised or paid for implants to ensure smooth running of their

Coups. Police, Not-so-Intelligence, judiciary and all federal and government agencies are all led by like

minded psychopaths all hell bent on ensuring their masters Coup of the democratic world succeeds.

WHO owned and paid for by Gates, Pharma and contributions from Globalist countries will dictate the

sabotage using their Health Dictatorship. If any world leader voted or endorsed the expansion of full

powers to the WHO, and its suspect leader, having just witnessed Rrst hand just how compromised and

incompetent they really were during their own world Covid attack then all those same pro-WHO leaders

should be arrested for treason.

Posted On 05/01/2023
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jwyoungjerry

We the people need to have more control over globalist like Bill Gates and George Soros and the

special interest they fund. They don't have our best interest at heart.

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

Lou321

The WHO...the UN....The WEF...THEY ARE A CLUB FOR BILLONARIES ....For them we are cattle ....and

with their money they buy souls and people.... They want us all dead and buried.

Posted On 05/02/2023

 

galestorm2017

the depopulation is a mystery to me! what will these bored billionaires do when they have killed

everybody? What then? will they eat their own spawn?  I just do not understand the cruelty, the

man's inhumanity to man!

Posted On 05/02/2023
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ellivoc

We just need to leave the WHO asap. In the UK that is. Too many here will not comply. In my close

friends there are at least 30 who will NOT go for any mandated jab and none of my family. Are they

going to put us in prison or hold us down and stick things into us, I think not and more are waking up

daily.

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

Eevee

see they are already regretting what they are doing......On AI as reported in the Daily Mail today...

QUOTE from daily mail article....."....The 'Godfather of ArtiRcial Intelligence' has sensationally resigned

from Google and warned the technology could upend life as we know it. Geoffrey Hinton, 75, is credited

with creating the technology that became the bedrock of A.I. systems like ChatGPT and Google Bard.

But the Turing prize winner now says a part of him regrets helping to make the systems, that he fears

could prompt the proliferation of misinformation and replace people in the workforce. He said he had

to tell himself excuses like 'if I didn't build it, someone else would have' to prevent himself from being

overwhelmed by guilt.

He drew comparisons with the 'father of the atomic bomb' Robert Oppenheimer, who was reportedly

distraught by his invention and dedicated the rest of his life to stopping its proliferation. Speaking to

the New York Times about his resignation, he warned that in the near future, A.I. would Tood the

internet with false photos, videos and texts. These would be of a standard, he added, where the

average person would 'not be able to know what is true anymore'. .... UNQUOTE...

Posted On 05/01/2023
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SomeMo888

Early on, my CA father and his wife conference called me to scold me for not getting the jab, saying I’m

“dangerous to others.” This plandemic brought out the absolute worst and crazed stupidity in people.

And “they” keep talking about the next one, SMH

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

brodiebrock12

All the same people in all the same positions with ZERO accountability ANYwhere to be seen. What

could possibly go wrong, but we will all surely be here commenting on it all 3 months, 1 year, 3 years +

from now because why wouldn't we be. Gates will still be doing whatever he wishes. Until a rapist is

actually stopped IT will do what it does. Its not rocket science and yet people STILL as why or how is

this all happening. The redundancy is truly deafening. Just sayin...

Posted On 05/01/2023
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Glastian

Dr Bell’s strategies should include a shift away from the evil of “centralisation”. Alternative, locally

operated co-operatives need to be put in place to dilute this self-serving set-up which is so obviously

run along the lines of a maRa. The World Council for Health should be promoted as an alternative to

the WHO. But most of all, we the people need to throw off the shackles of these unelected regimes and

understand that the power rests with us. Royalty, governments, courts, okcialdom etc. all exist only

with our permission. We are sovereign, but most of us don’t know it

thewhiterose.uk/sovereign-natural-empowerment-part-i-the-truth/

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

karacolman

In this age of guns and all the other kill at will stuff, The idea of WHO control,works in the minds of

money mongers.But millions will refuse their evil plots.So life as it has for so many years,will carry on

in WAR, nothing new,other than us we the people ,common folk,having guns ,etc. Guerrilla Rghting will

be the mode,The foolishness of Rghting by line up and shoot each other ,as in old war style.We have

many crazy killers now,on the streets in USA,But what will the WHO and what not ,in our America, do

when they start getting shot.Yes, killing will be the main menu.. Until JC. returns to throw the haters

and lie pushers in hell...We are a fallen planet...

Posted On 05/01/2023
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wallguy

More than 50 yrs ago, in 1973 Frank Zappa wrote a song called the "SLIME". (Trump called it the

swamp) I will post the lyrics in case you're not familiar. Amazing accurate. I am gross and perverted I'm

obsessed 'n deranged I have existed for years But very little has changed I'm the tool of the

Government And industry too For I am destined to rule And regulate you I may be vile and pernicious

But you can't look away I make you think I'm delicious With the stuff that I say I'm the best you can get

Have you guessed me yet? I'm the slime oozin' out From your TV set You will obey me while I lead you

And eat the garbage that I feed you Until the day that we don't need you Don't go for help... no one will

heed you Your mind is totally controlled It has been stuffed into my mold And you will do as you are

told Until the rights to you are sold That's right, folks... Don't touch that dial Well, I am the slime from

your video Oozin' along on your livin' room Toor

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

jef9075

Oh wow, that was great! I remember watching Frank perform this LIVE on Saturday Night back in

late 70's maybe? Remember the slime drooling down one of the TV monitors on the set.

Posted On 05/01/2023
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SomeMo888

I remember that oozing TV set on SNL as well! Classic!

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

ProHumanProFreedom

For Blueprint of propaganda, including future use of you’ll own NOTHING and Be Happy (with Pharma’s

help is coming) watch this very insightful interview with Mike Wallace (60 minutes), and Aldous Huxley

(propagandist and writer of various Marxist radical leftist loved books). Communism is really disguised

fascism. Amazing that when Castro coop occurred he promised free elections within around a year and

guess what - free elections NEVER occurred. Dictators never want to step down once they gain the

power they crave. Also worthwhile Reading some informative comments below video, especially

regarding who Aldous’s brother was, and his negative inTuence on society. I believe many of his ideas

from brave new world book are being deployed and have been since Trilateral communion (WEF) plan.

www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 05/02/2023

 

CRAIGMESA

No matter what man or woman gets into okce, IT WONT MATTER!  The real solution is the kingdome

of God that is fast approaching or else on Tesh would be saved! Revelation 21:3-5NIV 3And I heard a

loud voice from the throne saying, “Look! God’s dwelling place is now among the people, and he will

dwell with them. They will be his people, and God himself will be with them and be their God. 4He will

wipe every tear from their eyes. There will be no more death’ b or mourning or crying or pain, for the old

order of things has passed away.” 5He who was seated on the throne said, “I am making everything

new!” Then he said, “Write this down, for these words are trustworthy and true.”

Posted On 05/02/2023
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drl1071

May I suggest bumper stickers that say;  Say NO to WHO

Posted On 05/02/2023

 

jef9075

That would be a nice bumper sticker!  Maybe next to it have.. " Don't Get Fooled Again".

Posted On 05/02/2023

 

galestorm2017

People should refuse en masse to participate in the orders issued by WHO even if it is told what to do

by the funders!  They can't lock up everybody!  It will be hard to believe the CDC and others if and when

another pandemic should happen....the CDC and NIH have lost credibility because of covid!

Posted On 05/02/2023

 

nateanthony

Interesting, those who tell you "It's for the greater good" are usually controlled by the greater evil.

 pixels.com/.../nate-anthony

Posted On 05/02/2023
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BWGRIFFIN

Ultimately, central world rule plans are going to get the planners into more hot water than they could

ever imagine. They should stop right now before it is too late. Have to admit , I never thought the

deceptions would be so idiotic. So many candidates contending for Man of perdition (lost man). The

last person on earth you want to be!

Posted On 05/02/2023
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jahapec

aim4truth.org/.../cat-report-438  This article with an Ancestory.com death report of Bill and Melinda

Gates in 2013. Their photo surely shows this is Melinda Gates consideraly larger in bone structure than

Melinda who was actually a feminine woman. This woman in the photo is not Melinda Gates. She is

obviously a male, unless Melinda suffered a hormone crisis. Gates is said to wear breast binders, and

unless he does a lot of MJ, it appears he does have breasts Tattened. A video I saw a couple years ago

reported the Foundations donated the Polio Vaccine that Gates purchased from CDC to children in

Inda. The CDC stopped using the live virus. They have now converted to a dead virus polio vaccine as

has always been used in Europe.

The report said a large number of children died from the donated Foundation vaccine and that huge

numbers left disabled and crippled. Parents were outraged. The report has been removed and

obviously would be repressed. Keeping the Gates alive is essential tothe plan by the insane, since the

name carries enormous power and the Foundation must survive needing their names Rgureheads. It

was reported the India courts prosecuted the Gates for the deaths of the children and a death sentence

was imposed. Who would want this being reported to the world? Frankly I believe it, and Melinda is out

of the photos for obvious reasons, by divorcing her.

Some reported they were stoned by the parents of the children who were affected. Or the government

imosed the sentence said to be death. If the Gates are not alive who is running the policy and speaking

out for the Gates? Ancestory.com reports their deaths in theaabove link. Seriously we need to akrm he

is deceased and both gone. That would weaken the Foundation. We need to now who is the man

behind the Black Curtain of the Foundation. I think it is signiRcant and no one is writng about this.

Anptherr Forbes article refutes this, but does not convince me.
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Barbara Charis

More and more people are realizing that all the rhetoric we have heard has one goal...world domination

by the people at the top who have now accumulated most of the world's wealth...and want to eliminate

95% of the "Useless Feeders" on the globe...and use the rest as they see Rt.

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

jahapec

Wipe off that smile, Barbara, this is serious business. Sadlly I think that money is toxic and makes

people insane. How can these people be even human. They have touched the gold and the secret is

that the gold creates another species, that has horns and a pitchfork. Their plans are so demonic.

How can we control power that is bought? This is the big challange for the rest of humanity.

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

ez22

I wish I could be around when this greedy, evil pig has his karma come back.

Posted On 05/01/2023
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Concerned Patriot

Additional information" 1. Biden and his group are the authors of the new "amendments" proposed by

the WHO. 2. Biden plans to sign the WHO treaty an executive order (illegal) as Congress is responsible

under our Constitution. 3. There was a vote about the amendments last fall but several African nations

refused to sign. Since then, these nations have been "educated" (paid off?) and will probably sign on. 4.

Even if the entire treaty is not signed on, the pending signature in Sept. 2023 is BINDING on any nation.

Failure to comply with Communist Tedros's orders can result in Rnes, reinforcement by the UN blue

hats, economic strictures, whatever Tedros demands.

5. Tedros can use a "plandemic" to lock down entire nations forever, move people into quarantine

camps (allegedly already in several states from FEMA). 6. There is at least one bill in the House and

another in the Senate trying to stop the WHO treaty. 7. We need to get OUT of the WHO entirely, in

addition to OUT of the UN. An easy way to have your voice heard would be to email your elected

leaders through standforhealthfreedom.com. Yes, you do have to put your address in to be able to

contact the appropriate people, but "they" already know all about you anyway.

So far 69,000+ have signed on. 8. Refuse to get a digital ID, even if it makes life "easier" for you.

Consider leaving your cell phone someplace at home and using a Tip phone for daily use. Check cell

phone messages occasionally during the day. We are being tracked by those phones. Stop giving out

pertinent information pertaining to yourself and your family members to Facebook and other internet

sources. Don't watch MSM and they will necessarily fold. Get news from alternative sites.

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

pecanroll

Thank you Concerned patriot. Thank you.

Posted On 05/01/2023
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otis101

Thanks Concerned Patriot. This entire WHO event will come down to enforcement and bloody

street battles. Not enough "UN blue hats" to win for the psychopaths making up WHO.

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

12nlightn351

Stop Listening to this arsehole Bill Gates. Stand UP Against the #1 global tyrant. He has nothing that

will beneRt this planet. Stop Listening to this arsehole. You recognize him as the jerk that he is yet

there appears to be only talk generated and no lawsuits or legal actions. Hey,...mabe Kill has bought

the government already. Based on results all we have in okce are a bunch of cowards and sheep with

their heads up Kills backside. Stop Listening to this arsehole Bill Gates. Stand UP Against the #1 global

tyrant.
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Concerned Patriot

Why not arrest Bill Gates for crimes against humanity. He can be locked up under the Patriot Act,

just as some Jan. 6 prisoners have been. That is, w/o due process under the law, having to prove

his innocence, while he lives in unsanitary conditions w/o a court date. Failing the arrest, at least

have Bill Gates' entities shut down. Whatever happened to the removal of "monopolies"? He has

control over our food supply through his purchase of most of the national available farmland and

the purchase of most of the global seed supply. STOP Bill Gates and ALL other citizens from

funding the WHO, UN, and WEF. Dismantle private "foundations" such as Bill & Melinda Gates

Foundation, Clinton Foundation, Ford Foundation, all the rest!

Let them pay taxes like the rest of us. STOP Bill Gates from funding agencies to provide

mosquitoes to allegedly "combat maleria", shooting the sun with chemicals, delivering "vaccines"

to African and Indian children that are harmful and include contraception, etc. Just because he

CAN do these things d/t his wealth (taken from our backs), doesn't mean he should be ALLOWED

by governments to do so. Melinda Gates is NOT an innocent bystander. Recall Bill and Melinda

smirking when the discussion took place about people dying in India and Africa? Melinda still has

her name on their foundation and is accumulating $$$$ from it.

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

SomeMo888

Here in AZ, Gates is the keynote speaker at NAU’s graduation and is being awarded an honorary

doctorate. Crazy times!

Posted On 05/01/2023
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sandy10m

Why would we be worried about destroying democracy? I wouldn't wish that form of government on

anyone. Our founding fathers knew just how corrupt and horrible democracy was, which is why we

have a Constitutional Republic. Well, we had one, until 1871 when the banksters started their

corporatization of America in earnest. American patriots need to WAKE UP and Rgure out what has

happened. We cannot solve the problem until we identify the problem. Let's work together to get our

Republic back !

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

sue2613

If Bill Gates has his way you can kiss your pizza goodbye.

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

goo6050

Socialism: The plundering of the productive by the unacceptable.

Posted On 05/01/2023
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Eevee

I watched a little bit of commentary on this here in the UK last week only 20 minutes or so of

parliament debate, it would appear that the UK government is of the opinion it is better to be involved

to have some say. Personally I am not sure that this is a good idea, personally I would not sign up in the

beginning and wait and see how things go then maybe at a later date look at the situation again. Who

knows what will emerge with the permafrost defrosting, as fascinating as the Rnds are...something

wiped out dinosaurs and other things, they still don't know for sure if that was an asteroid or volcanoes

etc.......

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

pjs5658

this guy CARES james roguski  Open in app or online FOLLOW THE MONEY The proposed “Pandemic

Treaty” is not about health. It's a business plan to redistribute wealth on a global scale. It offers a

Rnancial windfall for Big Pharma. Cui Bono? WHO beneRts? The WHO does! JAMES ROGUSKI APR 30  

    Please watch the video below The proposed “Pandemic Treaty” is NOT about your health. The

proposed “Pandemic Treaty” is about MONEY. The proposed “Pandemic Treaty” is about the

re-distribution of wealth on a global scale. The following excerpts are from the proposed “Zero Draft.”

apps.who.int/.../A_INB4_3-en.pdf
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47s5940

Article IV, section 4 of Constitution: "The United States shall guarantee to every State in this Union a

Republican Form of Government..."  That does NOT mean a "democracy" , or privately owned "municipal

corporations" which is what the current UNITED STATES and STATES are since the "municipal

corporations act of 1871" !!!  please become crystal clear on what each one is !  RFK jr always talks of

democracy, as all politicians do! we should know the huge difference, we've been duped beyond belief !

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

NurseKaren45

Oh sweet meteor of death.......

Posted On 05/01/2023

 

ghfnn

And, it was the goal of the real sitting president to separate us from WHO remember. Can any idiocy be

passed that is unconstitutional? Depends on We The People.

Posted On 05/01/2023
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Den6328

Why all this criticism against the 1% et. al. ? They would not exist unless we put them there and made

gods out of them. Most people run to the doctors to get their pill. They like it and do not want the

narrow road . Searching for God’s truth requires effort. Why vote for another Democrat? Show me

where Trump did not stand by his promises ? He is outstanding as a world leader and did get us out of

the WHO, he was done in by Fauci and the American people who demanded a cure for a virus. Most

love doctors and they are both playing god. I just look at my pill popping family and know the truth.
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